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Use this sheet to keep track of your progress as you go.
Then enter your milestones in your online Beanstack account on the
Activity Badges page.
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Your miles must be entered online in order to be counted in the
challenge. This sheet is for personal tracking only!
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Cumulative Total: ______________________ Miles
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(2,000 steps = approximately 1 mile)
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Enter this total in the challenge on your online Beanstack account.

Enter this total in the challenge on your online Beanstack account.
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Middle Earth
Walking Challenge
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June 1 - July 31, 2020
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Can Wells Branch make it There And Back Again?
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Get some outdoor exercise while social distancing this summer by

Get some outdoor exercise while social distancing this summer by

helping us walk the distance from the Shire to Mordor! Based on the

helping us walk the distance from the Shire to Mordor! Based on the

epic fantasy The Lord of the Rings, this is a fun challenge to enjoy

epic fantasy The Lord of the Rings, this is a fun challenge to enjoy

time outdoors.

time outdoors.

Pledge to walk 6,000 steps (3 miles) per day during the challenge. By

Pledge to walk 6,000 steps (3 miles) per day during the challenge. By

the end, you’ll have reached 180 miles! Your contribution will be

the end, you’ll have reached 180 miles! Your contribution will be

added to others’ in Wells Branch, with the goal of reaching a total of

added to others’ in Wells Branch, with the goal of reaching a total of

1,779 miles to match Frodo’s journey across Middle Earth.

1,779 miles to match Frodo’s journey across Middle Earth.

Follow our progress on the library website!

Follow our progress on the library website!

Raffle Prize:

Raffle Prize:

Copy of The Lord of the Rings book movie merchandise.

Copy of The Lord of the Rings book movie merchandise.

One winner will be randomly chosen from among those who reach
at least 180 total miles walked during the challenge.

One winner will be randomly chosen from among those who reach
at least 180 total miles walked during the challenge.
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